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Search Interface available in 20 
European languages
bartoc.org
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Predefined search criteria
bartoc.org
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GeoSearch.
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Known item Search with autocomplete function
KOS Registries.
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Founding Reasons.
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 Make traditional resources more visible
 Provide key characteristics of resources
 Encourage human assessment of these resources by applicability 
to semantic projects
 Promote information exchange and knowledge sharing
Hlava, Marjorie: Developing an eclectic terminology registry, 2011.
 Any kind of KOS
 Any subject area
 Any language
 Any publication format
 Any form of accessibility
Unique Selling Points.
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 Wide approach
 Maintenance by community
 Approved by the International Society for Knowledge Organization 
(ISKO)
 “(...); it is the system’s advantage that it specializes in 
supplementing Dewey’s decimal classification terms (up to the third 
hierarchic level) (…), as well as providing the multilingual 
EUROVOC thesaurus descriptors.”
Bratková et al.: Knowledge Organization Systems and Their Typology, 2014.
Editorial Offices.
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Metadata Schema.
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Metadata Schema.
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Metadata Schema.
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Metadata Schema.
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Metadata Schema.
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IATE in RDFa .
(small extract)
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http://www.w3.org/2012/pyRdfa/extract?uri=http://bartoc.org/en/node/20&format=xml
NKOS AP.
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Properties: nkos:alignedWith, nkos:basedOn, nkos:serviceOffered, 
nkos:sizeNote, nkos:usedBy, nkos:updateFrequency, dct:audience, 
dcat:contactPoint, dct:created, dct:creator, wdrs:describedBy, 
dct:description, dct:format, dct:identifier, frbrer:isEmbodimentOf, 
dct:isPartOf, frbrer:isRealizationOf, dct:issued, dct:language, 
dct:modified, dct:publisher, dct:relation, dct:rights, adms:sample, 
dct:subject, dct:title, dct:type, prov:wasDerivedFrom
http://nkos.slis.kent.edu/nkos-ap.html
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Project coli-conc
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JSKOS data format
Requirement: uniform access to KOS data
I based on RDF (SKOS & Dublin Core)
. . . but more restrictive (unification)
I based on JSON-LD
. . . extended by language ranges and closed world statements
main goal: easy use of KOS data in web applications
Specified at https://gbv.github.io/jskos/
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JSKOS beyond JSON-LD: closed world statements
narrower concepts may exist (open world assumption)
I { }
∃: narrower concepts exist (but not included here)
I { "narrower": [ null ] }
@: no narrower concepts exist
I { "narrower": [] }
language ranges state that more labels in other languages exist
I {"en": "english label", "-": "..." }
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JSKOS beyond SKOS: data and object types






language range Concept Mapping
language map Concept Bundle
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Concept example from GeoNames
http://sws.geonames.org/614540/
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{ "uri": "http://sws.geonames.org/6255147/" }
],
...
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BARTOC in JSKOS
KOS can also be expressed in JSKOS
I Mapping of BARTOC fields to JSKOS
I BARTOC JSKOS export available:
https://github.com/gbv/bartoc-dumps/
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BARTOC example: Eurovoc
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"en": "Multilingual Thesaurus of the European Union"
},
"altLabel": { "en": [ "EuroVoc" ] },
"languages": [ "bg", "ca", "cs", "da", "de", "el",
"en", "es", "et", "fi", "fr",
...
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JSKOS-API/ELMA
I HTTP API to query KOS data in JSKOS
I Entity Lookup Microservice API (ELMA)
as most relevant subset of JSKOS-API
entity lookup ?uri=http://sws.geonames.org/614540/
entity search ?search=Georgia (labels, notations, notes. . . )
I more use cases will be covered by full JSKOS-API
I public demo of terminology wrappers:
https://jskos-php-examples.herokuapp.com/
(BARTOC, Wikidata, GND, ORCID, GeoNames, VIAF . . . )
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Terminology Browsing
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Example: Dewey Decimal Classification (DCC)




"prefLabel": { "en": "Dewey Decimal Classification" }
}




"prefLabel": { "en": "leucocytes" },
"notation": [ "612.112" ],
"inScheme": [ { "uri": "http://bartoc.org/en/node/241" } ]
}
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Mapping Database
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JSKOS mapping example
{




"notation": [ "DDC" ]
},
"from": { "members" : [




"notation": [ "RVK" ]
},
"to": { "members" : [
{ "uri": "http://uri.gbv.de/terminology/rvk/WW8844" }
] }
}
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Other possible applications
I semantic tagging of documents with identified concepts:
http://sws.geonames.org/614540/ ⇒ “Georgia”
I statistical analysis of terminologies:
compare size, hierachy, density of links. . .
I enrichment of concepts from multiple KOS
I . . .
foster the visibility, availability and usefulness of KOS in general
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Thanks! Questions?








Feedback and contribution is appreciated!
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